Welcome to TheShadowBrokers Monthly Dump Service – June 2017

Q: How do I subscribe and get the next theshadowbrokers’ dump (June 2017)?

#1 - Between 06/01/2017 and 06/30/2017 send 100 ZEC (Zcash) to this z_address:

zcaWeZ9j4DdBFzXQgHpBkyauHBtYKF7LnaZvaYc4p86G7jGnVUq14KSxsnGm
Up7Kh1Pgivcem1qZ64iEeG6vobt8wV2siJiq

#2 – Include a “delivery email address” in the “encrypted memo field” when sending Zcash payment

#3 – If #1 and #2 then a confirmation email will be sent to the “delivery email address” provided

#4 – Between 07/01/2017 and 07/17/2017 a “mass email” will be send to the “delivery email address” of all “confirmed subscribers” (#1, #2, #3)

#5 – The “mass email” will contain a link and a password for the June 2017 dump
Q: What is ZEC or Zcash?

Be looking it up. Zcash is making claiming bitcoin + privacy. TheShadowBrokers is not making endorsements of Zcash. Theoretically only party seeing payment info is theshadowbrokers and theshadowbrokers only seeing amount and encrypted memo field, no sending address.

Q: Is Zcash safe and reliable?

Fuck no! If you caring about loosing $20k+ Euro then not being for you. Monthly dump is being for high rollers, hackers, security companies, OEMs, and governments. Playing “the game” is involving risks. Zcash is having connections to USG (DARPA, DOD, John Hopkins) and Israel. Why USG is “sponsoring” privacy version of bitcoin? Who the fuck is knowing? In defense, TOR is originally being by similar parties. TheShadowBrokers not fully trusting TOR either. Maybe USG is needing to be sending money outside from banking systems? If USG is hacking and watching banking systems (SWIFT) then adversaries is also hacking and watching banking systems. Maybe is for sending money to deep cover foreign assets? Maybe is being trojan horse with cryptographic flaw or weakness only NSA can exploit? Maybe is not being for money? Maybe is being for Zk-SNARKs research? Maybe fuck it, lets be finding out. This month theshadowbrokers using Zcash. If being not good, then maybe theshadowbrokers doing different for July?

Q: What is going to be in the next dump?

TheShadowBrokers is not deciding yet. Something of value to someone. See theshadowbrokers’ previous posts. The time for “I’ll show you mine if you show me yours first” is being over. Peoples is seeing what happenings when theshadowbrokers is showing theshadowbrokers’ first. This is being wrong question. Question to be asking “Can my organization afford not to be first to get access to theshadowbrokers dumps?”
Act quickly is good chance Zcash price increasing over time


Signed message also at ZeroNet site theshadowbrokers.bit
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These are the people who hacked Sony right? I can tell because North Korea doesn't have grammar.

Reply $0.00 | Reply

Well, that was actually a group that called itself "The Guardians of Peace" their grammar was fairly reasonable, to be honest. In other circles, they are referred to as the Lazarus group: [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazarus_Group](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazarus_Group)
The Shadow Brokers are a whole different animal, using material that seems highly likely to have come from Harold Martin: [https://www.wired.com/2016/10/nsa-contractor-arrested-taking-top-secret-documents/](https://www.wired.com/2016/10/nsa-contractor-arrested-taking-top-secret-documents/)
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theshadowbrokers beez like thezcashbrokers

Reply $0.00 | Reply

Wow, this news is promoted Zcash.
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